In the following, we shall introduce a type of generative grammars, called contextual grammars. They are not comparable with regular grammars-But every language generated by a contextual grammar is a context-£ree language. Generalized contextual grammars are introduced, which may generate non-cox,-text-free languages. By a n-we denote the string a...a, where a is iterated n times.
Any ordered pair (u,v~ of strings on V_ is said to be a contex~ on V. The string x is admitted by the context <u,v> With respect to the language L if u~ G L.
Let .~ be a finite set of strings on the vocabulary V~ and let@be a finite se@ of contexts on V. The triple (v,~, ~))
is said to be a contextual l~rammar ; V is the vocabulary of the grammar, ~ is the ba_s_e_ of the grammar and ~is the co m~,--2-textual ccmoonent of the grammar.
Let us denote by ~ the contextual grammar defined by
(1). Oonsider the smallest language L on Vj fulfilling the following two conditiom8
(~J Iz ~ and <u,v>,(~), th--~=,L.
The language L is said to be the lsmguage generated by the contextual grammar G. This means that the language generated by G is the intersection of all languages L fulfilling the conai~ions (~) and (pj .
A language ~L is said to be a eonteF~ual language if there exists a contextual grammar G which generates L.
Proposition i. Eyer~ finite language is a cont~ual lan-
Proo__f. Let V be a vocabulary and let ~ be a finite lan.
guage on V. It is obvious that the contextual grammar (V,L4jO), where 9 dauotes the void set of contexts, gauerates the lan- 
where, by applying the terminal rule S---@ Z, the considered string is completely generated, Thus, we have proved that L is contained in the language generated by ~ , Conversely, let z be a string generated by ~ . The general form of this generation involves sev(ral consecutive applications of non-terminal rules (the number of these applications may be eventually equal to zero) followed by one and only one application of a terminal rule. It is easy to see that the result of this generation • is always a string of the form (2).
Thus we have proved that the language generated by ~ is con- Every language generated by a generalized contextual grammar is said to be a generalized contextual lsnguage.
I~, in the delini~ion of G, we take L~ =~c~}, G is equivalent ~o a contextual grammar ! the lang,.% is then precisely the language generated by the contextual grammar ~V,LI~.In_ This language is regular, since it is generated by the regular grammar consisting in the rules S ~ ~a, T--->Ua , U--->Ta,
--->a, where ~ is the start symbol, La~ is the terminal vocabulary, whereas {S,T,U} is the non-terlainal vocabulary. Let us consider the contextual gramnu~r G =~ {a} ,{CO}, {~a,a>~.
I@ is easy to see that G generates the language ~ $ therefore L is a contextual language.
We shall show that L is not a neighborhood language. In this respect, our method will be the following. We shall consider all systems of possible neighborhoods of the terms of ~he string 0aae and we shall show t~}at every such sysbem is either a system of aeighborhoods of the ~erms of every string Cane (n= 
